Guidance for containment evaluation of plant pathogens and noxious weeds permit applications when
containment is required.
Movement

Type

Evaluation

Importation

1. Pure cultures and/or on host
material of unknown and/or
unidentified organisms.

Full

2. Field‐collected organisms:
includes spore collections and/or
“mixed infections” on plant
material.

Full

3. Pure cultures of identified
exotic but not established
organisms

Full/CAFE/none (depending on
organism)

4. Pure laboratory or commercial
cultures of indigenous
organisms.

CAFE/none (depending on
organism)

5. Importation from or of an
organism whose distribution is
contiguous with populations that
occur naturally in the area into
which the movement is
proposed.

CAFE/none (depending on
organism)

6. Subsequent movement of
organisms that were brought
into the State under a Federal
permit and organism/intended
use would still trigger the need
for a CF evaluation.

Full/ CAFE/none (depending on
organism)

7. Movement of a quarantine
significant organism under
official control from a regulated
to a no regulated area.

Full

8. Movement of an organism
(not previously approved for
environmental release) to an
area where it does not presently
occur (and where intended use
determines the extent of
research activities).

Full/CAFE

Interstate

9. Movement of a pure culture
of an identified FOREIGN
organism.
10. Movement of unidentified
field “mixed infections”

Importation or interstate

Intrastate

CAFE to none
(depending on the organism
);evaluated on a case‐by –case
basis
CAFE: (fungi/bacteria)
None:(bacteria/viruses ) T.B.D.

11. Movement of an organism to
an area where the organism and
its host do not occur due to
environmental constraints.

Evaluated on a case‐by‐case
basis

12. Lab and/or growth chamber
grown obligate parasites (with or
without soil or plant growth
media) moving into an area
where they already occur.

None

13. Purified viruses from known
repositories

None

14. Pure cultures of fungi into a
state where it is reported or
contiguous state where it is
reported.

None

15. Microbial biocontrol agents
with ‐E.P.A. registration.

None: Importation or
Canada/Mexico contiguous
population

16. Isolates returning to/ from
reputable repositories.
17. Movement directly for
extraction of DNA

None

18. Movement of organisms that
were brought into the State
under a Federal permit and the
organism/intended use would
still trigger the need for a CF
evaluation.

None

CAFE/Full

